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Bad Buying –
and How to Avoid It!

Peter Smith  MA FCIPS FRSA



What is Bad Buying – and 
How Can We Avoid It? 

AGENDA

▪ Why I wrote “Bad Buying – How 
organisations waste billions through 
failures, frauds and f*ck-ups” 

▪ Three high-level drivers of Bad Buying –
with some case studies

▪ Tips for avoiding Bad Buying

▪ Questions
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Peter Smith MA FCIPS FRSA

• Born in Sunderland, Maths degree from Cambridge

• Early career at Mars Confectionery, Procurement Director 
for D&B Corp Europe, DSS and NatWest Group 

• Fellow and ex-President of CIPS, non-executive 
experience, public & private sectors. Adviser to UK 
National Audit Office 

• Managing Editor, Spend Matters Europe, 2010-18 

• “Buying Professional Services” published in 2010, and “A 
Procurement Compendium” in 2019.

• “Bad Buying – How organisations waste billions through 
failures, frauds and f*ck-ups” published by Penguin in 
October 2020  (badbuying.com)

• “Procurement with Purpose” published last year 
(procurementwithpurpose.com)
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https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/316/316554/bad-buying/9780241434598.html


Why I Wrote Bad Buying

Procurement still doesn’t get enough attention at the top 
of organisations and isn’t understood well enough by 
Boards or our political masters. 

I realised no CEO (or politician or top public servant)  is 
ever going to read a procurement textbook – but they 
might read about business disasters and juicy frauds!

So, this was a deliberate attempt at writing a “popular” 
business book to help spread the word.  

Also, failure is very sexy now e.g., in the venture capital 
world. 

We learn from our mistakes, but I’d argue that most of us –
and our organisations – aren’t very good at doing that.
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Bad Buying – the Book 

Three high-level drivers of Bad Buying: 

1. Lack of knowledge, capability or 
information 

2. Stupidity, arrogance, naivety or political 
calculation

3. Criminality – fraud and corruption
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Lack of knowledge, 
capability or information

For example –

• Specification – need to focus on outputs, outcomes, and  
performance (but also check the dimensions…)

• Dependence – buyers often guilty of creating dependence 
by our own actions

• Incentivisation – are we getting our suppliers focused on 
the right behaviour? (e.g., local government call centres).

• Negotiation – asymmetry of information is still very 
common. Buyers often not as skilled as salespeople. 

• Risk – still not considered as thoroughly as it should, and 
pandemic (PPE, vaccine) has perfectly illustrated this.
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Classic failures

• UK PPE procurement (masks, gowns, etc) – an unfair 
supplier selection process, demand forecasting 
failures, lack of clarity on specification, lack of interest 
in commercial details - £15 BILLION wasted

• Volkswagen – over dependence on a critical supplier 
led to a major factory shutdown 

• Nokia and Ericsson – two very different approaches to 
handling of a fire at a supplier’s factory 

• UK Ministry of Defence AJAX vehicles  – moving target 
for specification, lack of project management 
discipline and skills 
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Arrogance, naivety or 
political calculation

• CEOs and politicians can be guilty of “we know 
best”, vanity projects, and a lack of commercial 
understanding.

• Business cases are shaky (or non-existent) and 
often subordinate to politics.

• Too often, buyers / budget holders fall for the 
supplier snake oil.  

• How many consultants or IT firms have promised 
the world – and delivered next to nothing?

• Wherever possible, “analyse, reference, test”. 
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The EU Can Waste Money Too! 

2014 report by the European Court of Auditors claimed that twenty EU-

financed airports in Estonia, Greece, Italy, Poland and Spain misspent 

large sums of EU taxpayers’ money for more than a decade.

Kastoria Airport in Greece spent more than €5 million of EU money to 

build a runway that has never been used by the type of aircraft it was 

designed for.

The airport generated just €176,000 in revenues over seven years, with 

costs of €7.7 million, and handled only a few thousand passengers a year. 

The auditors also reported on a cargo project at Thessaloniki airport in 

Greece that cost the EU €7 million and was standing empty.

The Spanish government spent € 70m at Cordoba airport – projected 

179,000 passengers in 2013, only 7,000 arrived!
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Criminality – Fraud and 
Corruption

• Some frauds seem very simple e.g., fake suppliers / 

invoice misdirection. Getting the right processes in place 

is vital – some of this is basic stuff, frankly. 

• Some more “sophisticated” – e.g., fake bomb detection 

equipment https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-29459896

• But CFOs claiming that “this was a very sophisticated 

fraud” after the event are almost always lying. 

• Much could be stopped / avoided if my seven anti-fraud 

principles were followed. 
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Seven Principles to Guard 
Against Fraud & Corruption

1. It must be clear who is entitled to spend the 
organisation’s money, and how much they can spend.

2. Any expenditure committed must be authorised 
properly.

3. All entities (“suppliers” or similar) to whom money is 
paid must be genuine – i.e., verified and authorised.

4. Goods or services bought must be checked (for 
quality, quantity, performance etc.) to ensure what 
was received is aligned with what was expected and 
contracted for, and with payment made.
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Seven Principles to Guard 
Against Fraud & Corruption

5. Supplier selection and pricing of purchased 
goods and services must be transparent – there 
must be reasons to believe this is the “best” 
supplier and a “fair” price!

6. Opportunities for collusion with fraudulent aims 
between suppliers, between suppliers and 
buyers, or between multiple people internally, 
must be minimised.

7. Perpetrators of fraud (particularly internal staff) 
must know that proportionate and strong action 
will be taken against them if they transgress. 
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The “Perfect” Bad Buying 
Case Study 

Berlin Brandenburg Airport – it had everything!

• Planned to open in 2011 – opened last year… 

• Budget was €2 Billion – final cost about €7B 

• Political stupidity and arrogance initially

• Poor planning and project management 

• Failure of specifications in key areas e.g. fire safety, 
escalators “too short”! 

• Corruption and fraud – bribery, court cases, supplier 
failure …
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Ten Key Principles for “Good Buying”

1. Your suppliers contribute to the creation of competitive advantage and achievement of organisational goals.

2. For everything you buy, consider how that item or spend category contributes towards those strategic goals, 

and conduct buying appropriately.

3. Good data allows you to understand what you’re buying and is central to good performance.

4. Define clear and differentiated processes for buying, enabled by technology and balancing ease of use 

with control and rigour.

5. Put clear buying policies in place, communicate, ensure understanding and take action where staff 

don’t respect the policy.

6. Define what you want carefully (the specification) and always seek value and innovation from suppliers.

7. Understand your key suppliers.

8. Competition (and the threat of competition) are always good.

9. The job isn’t done when the contract is agreed.

10.Everyone who plays a role in the buying process must be appropriately knowledgeable and skilled, to get the 

most out of your suppliers.



Avoiding Bad Buying 

• Most of the 10 recommendations will be obvious to 
procurement professionals, e.g., understanding your 
suppliers, good data, thoughtful specifications, 
competition etc. 

• But probably the key point for me was the last – the need 
for organisational procurement / acquisition competence. 
It’s not enough today to have a great “procurement team”. 

• That means upskilling functional heads, decision and policy 
makers, finance and audit staff… etc.

• Those stakeholders play key roles in the end-to-end 
acquisition process – they must know what they’re doing if 
we are going to succeed! 15
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Thank you!

• https://badbuying.com/

• https://www.procurementwithpurpose.com/blog

• Podcast - https://anchor.fm/peter-smith2

• gpetersmith1@gmail.com

• @gpetersmith (Twitter)
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